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This groundbreaking exposé brings to light the surprising financial consequences of mothers going to work, and the precarious position of today's middle class.
  More than two decades ago, the women's movement flung open the doors of the workplace. Although this social revolution created a firestorm of controversy, no one questioned the idea that women's involvement in the workforce was certain to improve families' financial lot. Until now.  

  In this brilliantly argued book, Harvard Law School bankruptcy expert Elizabeth Warren and business consultant Amelia Tyagi show that today's middle-class parents are suffering from an unprecedented and totally unexpected economic meltdown. Astonishingly, sending mothers to work has made families more vulnerable than ever before. Today's two-income family earns 75% more money than its single-income counterpart of a generation ago, but actually has less discretionary income once their fixed monthly bills are paid.  

  How did this happen? Warren and Tyagi provide convincing evidence that the culprit is not "overconsumption," as many critics have charged. Instead, they point to the ferocious bidding war for housing and education that has quietly engulfed America's suburbs. Stay-at-home mothers once provided a financial safety net if disaster struck; their move into the workforce has left today's families chillingly at risk. The authors show why the usual remedies-child-support enforcement, subsidized daycare, and higher salaries for women-won't solve the problem, and propose a set of innovative solutions, from rate caps on credit cards to open-access public schools, to restore security to the middle class.
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ASVAB Exam Cram: Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (2nd Edition)Pearson Education, 2009

	ASVAB Exam Cram, Second Edition


	Kalinda Reeves


	 


	Succeed with topical reviews, practice exams, and preparation tools
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CSS Detective Guide: Tricks for solving tough CSS mysteries, TheNew Riders Publishing, 2010

	One of the toughest challenges novice CSS developers face is when seemingly perfect code doesn’t translate into a perfectly rendered browser page—and with all the different browsers available today, this happens all too often. The CSS Detective Guide aims to help, by teaching real world troubleshooting skills. You’ll...
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Sams Teach Yourself Gmail in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself -- Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2010

	Sams Teach Yourself Gmail in 10 Minutes gives you straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By working through its 10-minute lessons, you’ll learn how to take complete control over your email–and communicate with anyone, anywhere–quickly and easily!
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Tech Terms, Third Edition: What Every Telecommunications and Digital Media Professional Should KnowFocal Press, 2006
The purpose of this book is to provide telecommunications and digital media professionals with a collection of must-know terms and concepts that are likely to pop up in their daily conversations or appear in news articles or informational media that address our increasingly technological world. It is also intended for anyone who simply wants to...
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Marketing Without AdvertisingNolo, 1998
           Milton Moskowitz, co-author, 100 Best Companies to Work for in America
   There are good ideas here on every page... the nitty-gritty steps you need to—and can—take to generate sales...    

       Business Life
 ...straightforward advice on...
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The Microsoft Certified Application Specialist Study GuideMicrosoft Press, 2008
Demonstrate your expertise with the 2007 Microsoft Office system! This comprehensive study guide covers all the Microsoft Certified Application Specialist exams for Microsoft Office, including Word 2007, Excel 2007, Outlook 2007, PowerPoint 2007, and Access 2007. For each exam, you ll build the skills and knowledge measured by its objectives...
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